PHILOSOPHY CLASSES
Fall 2014

LOWER DIVISION:

CHAssé FIRST: Introduction to Philosophy
Instructor: Prof. John Fischer

Phil005: Evil
Instructor: Prof. Eric Schwitzgebel

Phil007: Introduction to Critical Thinking
Instructor: Dr. Joshua Hollowell

Phil008: Introduction to Logic
Instructor: Dr. William Bracken

Phil009: Biomedical Ethics
Instructor: Dr. Ben Mitchell-Yellin

Phil030i: History of Philosophy (Early Modern Philosophy)
Instructor: Prof. Adam Harmer

Phil100: Sophomore-Junior Seminar
Instructor: Prof. Coleen Macnamara

LWSO100: Introduction to Law & Society
Instructor: Prof. Carl Cranor

UPPER DIVISION:

Phil111: Philosophy, Film and Reflective Pop Culture
Instructor: Prof. Howard Wettstein

Phil121T: Major Philosophers (Heidegger)
Instructor: Dr. William Bracken

Phil122M: History of Philosophy (Moral Theories of Hume and Kant)
Instructor: Prof. Andrews Reath

Phil150: Philosophy in Literature
Instructor: Prof. Howard Wettstein

Phil164: Justice
Instructor: Dr. William Bracken

Phil193: Senior Seminar (Philosophy)
Instructor: Prof. Larry Wright

LWSO193: Senior Seminar (Law & Society)
Instructor: Prof. Carl Cranor
GRADUATE SEMINARS:

*Phil272A: Workshop in Philosophy*
Instructor: Prof. Peter Graham.

*Phil275A: First-Year Proseminar (Metaphysics & Epistemology)*
Instructor: Prof. John Fischer

*Phil280: Seminar in Philosophical Problems (Reasoning)*
Instructor: Prof. Larry Wright

*Phil281: Seminar in Philosophical Texts (Kant's Critique)*
Instructor: Prof. Pierre Keller

*Phil282: Seminar in Individual Philosophers (Kant's Ethics)*
Instructor: Prof. Andy Reath
PHILOSOPHY CLASSES
Winter 2015

LOWER DIVISION:

*Phil001: Introduction to Philosophy.*
Instructor: Prof. Andreja Novakovic.  TAs: Daisy LaForce, Sam Richards, Benoit Leridon, Rebecca Harrison, Lauren Ruth

*Phil003W: Ethics and the Meaning of Life.*
Instructor: Prof. Andrews Reath.  TAs: Avery Snelson, Jonah Nagashima, Patrick Londen, Emily Wells

*Phil007: Introduction to Critical Thinking.*
Instructor: Dr. Bill Bracken.  TAs: Yvonne Tam, Mark Johnson, Eric Walker

*Phil009: Biomedical Ethics.*
Instructor: Prof. Coleen Macnamara.  TAs: Taylor Cyr, Chris McVey, Zachary Bachman, Carlos Narziss

*Phil030j: History of Philosophy (Late Modern Philosophy).*
Instructor: Prof. Pierre Keller.  TAs: Micaela Quintana, Maxwell McCoy, Will Swanson

UPPER DIVISION:

*Phil100: Sophomore-Junior Seminar.*
Instructor: Prof. Jozef Müller.

*Phil112: Mortal Questions.*
Instructor: Dr. Mandy Mitchell.

*Phil120G: Plato and Aristotle.*
Instructor: Prof. Jozef Müller.

*Phil122N: 19th-Century Philosophy.*
Instructor: Prof. Pierre Keller.

*Phil124: Formal Logic.*
Instructor: Prof. Michael Nelson.  TA: Maxwell Murphey

*Phil137: Philosophy of Science.*
Instructor: Dr. Joshua Hollowell.

*Phil152: 20th-Century Continental Philosophy.*
Instructor: Prof. Andreja Novakovic.

*Phil165: Philosophy of Law.*
Instructor: Prof. Carl Cranor. TAs: Meredith McFadden, Stephanie Allen, David Beglin, The Staff

*Phil169I: Social Philosophy.*
Instructor: Dr. Mandy Mitchell.

*Phil193: Senior Seminar.*
Instructor: Prof. Erich Reck.

*LWS0193: Senior Seminar.*
Instructor: Prof. Carl Cranor.

**Graduate Seminars:**

*Phil275C: First-Year Proseminar (Ethics).*
Instructor: Prof. Agnieszka Jaworska.

*Phil280: Seminar (Buber on I-Thou).*
Instructor: Prof. Howard Wettstein.

*Phil281: Seminar (Leibniz).*
Instructor: Prof. Adam Harmer

*Phil283: Seminar (Supererogation).*
Instructor: Prof. Coleen Macnamara
PHILOSOPHY CLASSES
Spring 2015

LOWER DIVISION:

Phil002: Contemporary Moral Issues. Instructor: Dr. Robert Sanchez. TAs: TBA.
Phil005: Evil. Instructor: Prof. Michael Nelson. TAs: TBA.
Phil007: Introduction to Critical Thinking. Instructor: Prof. Larry Wright. TAs: TBA.
Phil008: Introduction to Logic. Instructor: Prof. Erich Reck. TAs: TBA.
Phil030e: History of Phil. (Ancient Greece). Instructor: Prof. Jozef Muller. TAs: TBA.

UPPER DIVISION:

Phil100: Sophomore-Junior Seminar. Instructor: Prof. Adam Harmer.
Phil100: Sophomore-Junior Seminar. Instructor: Dr. Robert Sanchez.
Phil121g: Nietzsche. Instructor: Dr. Joshua Hollowell.
Phil128: Introduction to Arabic Philosophy. Instructor: Dr. J. Sacks.
Phil134: Philosophy of Mind. Instructor: Dr. Patrick Ryan.
Phil151: Existentialism. Instructor: Dr. William Bracken.
Phil169e: Ethics. Instructor: Prof. Coleen Macnamara.
Phil193: Senior Seminar. Instructor: Prof. Agnieszka Jaworska.

GRADUATE SEMINARS:

Phil281: Seminar (Hegel). Instructor: Prof. Andreja Novakovic.
Phil282: Seminar (Aristotle). Instructor: Prof. Jozef Muller
Phil282: Seminar (Nietzsche). Instructor: Prof. Maudemarie Clark